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The Lead’Air MIDAS 360-degree 3D aerial camera system is back! 
 
20 years after the first MIDAS system was introduced, Lead’Air Inc. (Kissimmee, Florida, USA) has 
presented the new 2023 MIDAS 3D aerial camera systems at the Geoweek trade show in Denver 
(Colorado, USA). 

 
Background: 
In 2002, the MIDAS oblique camera system was the first commercial multicamera oblique system to 
reach the market for the purpose of creating 3D city models. For the last two decades the Midas has 
been instrumental to the development of 3D mapping, considering that more than 125 Midas systems 
have been sold worldwide. 

 
New MIDAS project: 
Lead’air mission has always been to sell state-of-the-art 3D aerial cameras at an affordable price; 
Therefore, we have entirely redesigned the MIDAS to meet the demand for high-quality and high- 
accuracy 3D aerial cameras for smaller aerial operators and mapping companies who cannot afford 
investing one million dollars or more in their aerial survey equipment. At the time this is written, 
Lead’Air offers six Midas systems (described further) with two to seven ILLUNIS EMC-103 
megapixels cameras. Starting at prices as low as $145,000, the new MIDAS systems have all been 
fully tested and have successfully generated beautiful and accurate 3D city maps on the Skyline 
Photomesh software. A 3D sample of SKYLINE processing with the MidasTRIO (three cameras only) 
is visible at this link: https://trackair.us/3d-models 

 

Breaking news: ESRI ArcGIS Reality: 
ESRI has just announced at the Geoweek conference that the new Midas camera systems can be 
mapped in 3D on the all new ESRI ArcGIS Reality. A sample of ESRI processing with the MidasDUO 
(two cameras only) is visible at this link: https://trackair.us/arcgis_3d_midas 

 

New Illunis cameras: 
Taking advantage of the high-resolution global-shutter CMOS cameras newly introduced by ILLUNIS 
(Minnetonka, Minnesota, USA), our team has designed a series of Midas 3D oblique aerial cameras 
systems suitable for commercial and military aerial imaging customers. The Illunis compact medium 
format cameras EMC-103 with 103 megapixels are used by world leaders in aerial photography, 
geospatial intelligence, and foreign and domestic defense agencies. Remarkably, Illunis cameras 
only cost a small fraction of the prices of competing medium format aerial cameras often used in our 
profession. By introducing Illunis cameras in all its products, Lead’Air is confident that the new 
generation of MIDAS systems will open the profitable 3D aerial mapping market to many smaller 
operators and companies who were left out of this business because of the extreme high price of the 
current 3D aerial cameras. 

https://trackair.us/
https://trackair.us/3d-models
https://trackair.us/arcgis_3d_midas
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New MIDAS product line: 
Combining the power of Illunis cameras to the absolute superiority of Skyline Photomesh software 
has allowed Lead’Air to create a series of 3D oblique camera systems with prices ranging from only 
$145,000 to $295,000. This press release focuses on the advanced large format MidasCITYSCAPE 
with seven Illunis 103 megapixels cameras totaling 721 megapixels. The turnkey MidasCITYSCAPE 
is being introduced on the market at a price of $295,000. When a smaller coverage is satisfactory or if 
the cost of the MidasCITYSCAPE is an issue, the new MIDAS is also available in smaller versions 
with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cameras. As of today, all the new Lead’Air MIDAS systems with the Illunis 103 
megapixels cameras are available for order with a delivery time of 12 to 16 weeks. All Lead’Air 
systems are also available to our existing clients for short term rental agreements and long-term 
lease agreements. More information about the new Midas systems is available on our web site and 
on the full-length version of this documents available on our web site: https://trackair.us 

 
 

New MidasCITYSCAPE geometry: 
The new MIDAS features a unique oblique geometry concept: Contrary to the previous MIDAS 
systems, our engineers have improved upon the traditional five cameras configuration based on four 
oblique cameras pointing in four opposite cardinal directions: forward, backward, right, and left with a 
vertical camera pointing straight down. The new MIDAS system can be best described as a 3D 
mapping cone. In the case of the MidasCITYSCAPE the cameras generate a continuous 360-degree 
oblique coverage which extends at least up to 50 degrees. The camera cone therefore looks 
uninterruptedly in all directions around the airplane, not just to four unconnected directions like most 
3D systems today. The advantage of the MidasCITYSCAPE is that its cameras capture a true 
continuous strip of images comparable to what a super large format camera with a single wide-angle 
lens would generate. The MidasCITYSCAPE is suitable for any project sizes and is the most efficient 
Midas system ever. MidasCITYSCAPE system is perfectly configured for 3D products with a footprint 
field of view of 100 degrees by 100 degrees, with uninterrupted coverage and optimal 
perspectives. Additionally, the MidasCITYSCAPE still has a standard vertical nadir frame for those 
who think that this is an essential requirement. Thanks to its compact footprint the MidasCITYSCAPE 
reduces the number of unnecessary photos captured. This means no time is wasted taking pictures 
around the periphery of the surveying area and less space and memory are used, resulting in a 
quicker processing time. 

 
 

A quote from Mr. Eatay Ben Shechter, Vice President Imaging Solutions and Services SKYLINE 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, Inc. “The new MidasCITYSCAPE design is an all-inclusive data collection 
method optimized for achieving a complete 3D perspective, as opposed to the ordinary system 
designed for collecting one nadir and four individual oblique perspectives. This enables the capture of 
all possible perspectives from nadir to +50 degrees in all directions (a complete 3D cone), instead of 
only 5 disparate views in nadir and 4 cardinal directions. The Lead’Air MidasCITYSCAPE system is 
the next logical step in the evolution of 3D mapping cameras, and differentiates between standard 
oblique image capture, and a true 3D data collection.” 

  

https://trackair.us/
https://trackair.us/
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Please note that the new MIDAS systems do not scan, do not move, do not swing; they simply 
have a fixed oblique position and a fixed geometry. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://trackair.us/
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Flight altitude: 
All the new Midas and therefore the MidasCITYSCAPE are medium altitude high resolution (5 cm - 2 
inches or smaller) aerial camera systems which are flown at or below 2,000 feet. 
Concerning this relatively low altitude for a mapping system, here is what Mr. Matt Murphy, Managing 
Director of Geosense Ltd (South Africa) says: <One obstacle always with city acquisitions is air traffic 
control and often the zones in which ATC becomes less of a headache is either under 2,000 feet or 
above 10,000 feet. So, the new Midas already tick that box. An above 10,000 feet @ 5cm (or sub 
5cm) sensor would also be very attractive>. 
For information, Lead’Air is also actively working on such a 3D system, an above 10,000 feet @ 5cm 
(or sub 5cm). 

 
About illunis LLC: 
Committed to being the world’s leading supplier of digital imaging solutions for high performance 
imaging markets, illunis LLC solves its customers’ needs by focusing on developing, manufacturing, 
and marketing leading edge CMOS digital cameras for Industrial, Scientific, Military, and Aerial 
applications. illunis LLC strategy is to identify and market imaging solutions that provide value to OEM 
partners. 

 
About Skyline: 

Skyline Software Systems’ PhotomeshTM Proprietary 3D reconstruction module has been developed 
as a robust and extremely scalable Photogrammetric Engine capable of processing the hundreds of 
thousands of images which are generated by the new Midas camera systems in a parallel computing 
environment. It achieves optimal performance and scale by utilizing potentially hundreds of 
computers synchronously and creating spectacular high resolution/high accuracy 3D Textured Mesh 
Models and additional derived products, such as True-Ortho, Colorized Point Cloud, DSM, DTM, and 
more. 

 

About Skyline Software System PhotoMesh: 
Skyline’s PhotoMesh fully automates the generation of high- resolution, textured, 3D meshes models 
from standard 2D photographs, offering a significant reduction in cost and time compared to 
traditional modeling methods. PhotoMesh’s breakthrough technology is based on the highest- 
performance photogrammetry, computer vision, and computational geometry algorithms. Combining 
any number of photographs, in a wide range of formats and resolutions, PhotoMesh generates highly 
detailed 3D models that can be viewed and queried using TerraExplorer or other 3D, GIS products. 
PhotoMesh employs elaborate tiling mechanisms to efficiently handle projects with even hundreds of 
thousands of photos. Running on standard hardware, PhotoMesh can also exploit computer clusters 
and cloud computing to accelerate database creation. A single project can run simultaneously on 
hundreds of fuser machines, each processing different build steps and communicating with the 
PhotoMesh Manager. 
 
Please check one of the MidasDUO 3D models of Orlando on the new Skyline Globe Server 8.0 with 
the TerraExplorer Fusion, Skyline’s brand new web browser on-line viewer platform. For all customers 
looking for a complete 3D solution on the market, Lead’Air recommends the TerraExplorer Fusion web 
browser, with immediate response time and super-fast streaming. 
https://cloud.skylineglobe.com/sg/tef80/tew.html?project=https://cloud.skylineglobe.com/sg/Demos/proj
ects/leadairOrlando.771257&script=SaturationZero.js 

  

https://trackair.us/
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.skylineglobe.com%2Fsg%2Ftef80%2Ftew.html%3Fproject%3Dhttps%3A%2F%2Fcloud.skylineglobe.com%2Fsg%2FDemos%2Fprojects%2FleadairOrlando.771257%26script%3DSaturationZero.js&data=05%7C01%7Crembrandt%40trackair.com%7Cdc6226800dd145c158cd08db2a13fdc2%7C221033c31cb34460927ac930dbedaac0%7C0%7C0%7C638150037578782010%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Bq5FbbV7wavzEKJPuVE%2BozNvvjB69X%2FGuIdWqY0%2BSIU%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.skylineglobe.com%2Fsg%2Ftef80%2Ftew.html%3Fproject%3Dhttps%3A%2F%2Fcloud.skylineglobe.com%2Fsg%2FDemos%2Fprojects%2FleadairOrlando.771257%26script%3DSaturationZero.js&data=05%7C01%7Crembrandt%40trackair.com%7Cdc6226800dd145c158cd08db2a13fdc2%7C221033c31cb34460927ac930dbedaac0%7C0%7C0%7C638150037578782010%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Bq5FbbV7wavzEKJPuVE%2BozNvvjB69X%2FGuIdWqY0%2BSIU%3D&reserved=0
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About Lead’Air: 
The Florida based Lead’Air Inc. is a small company that employs 35 people concentrating on 
software, mechanical and electronic engineering. Opened in 1995 originally under the name Track’Air, 
Lead’Air has always been at the forefront of aerial survey technology, FMS (flight management 
systems), vertical medium format mapping cameras, 3D oblique camera systems (MIDAS), 
emergency response camera systems (NOAA), etc. 

 

Lead’Air is looking for partners: 
The development and marketing of the new Midas line of products is a considerable effort which 
absorbs most of our resources. Hence Lead’Air is actively looking for business partners and investors 
interested to join forces with our company to help support and promote our worldwide initiatives and 
products. Please contact JP Barriere jp@trackair.com. 

 

About the classic five cameras MIDAS (MidasCardinal): 
In the case your company already owns the “classic” five cardinal cameras Midas, you have some 
options: 

 
1) You can trade in your old MidasCardinal and upgrade to one of the new Midas and therefore take 

advantage of an interesting price. 
2) In the case you have a working workflow which you do not want to change yet, you can also 

temporarily overhaul and upgrade your old MidasCardinal to the new Illunis cameras CNV-103 
with 103 megapixels, new software, and electronics. Once overhauled, your new “old system” can 
be re-converted later to a true new Midas 2023 system with improved geometry. 

3) In case you still prefer the classic five cameras geometry of the old MIDAS we can of course build 
you a 5 cameras MidasCardinal on order, using the new Illunis EMC-103 camera. The price of the 
new MidasCardinal starts at $235,000. 

 
About the other Midas systems: 
The largest 3D Midas system is the seven cameras MidasCITYSCAPE which is presented in this 
press release. Several additional systems based on the MidasCITYSCAPE and using a smaller 
number of cameras have also been developed. Regardless of their number of cameras, these smaller 
Midas systems generate exactly the same high quality, high accuracy 3D data as the 
MidasCITYSCAPE. In fact, most of the 3D cities samples we are displaying online were flown with 
either 2 or 3 camera systems. The difference between these systems is their relative productivity and 
efficiency which obviously is directly proportional to the number of cameras used. So why make 
smaller Midas systems? Simply to offer a range of prices suitable for all users, from basic level to top 
level. 

 
At the time this is written, Lead’Air offers six Midas systems based on the ILLUNIS CMV-103: 

 

• MidasDUO with two cameras (2 x 103 = 206 megapixels) …………………. Starts at $145,000 

• MidasTRIO with three cameras (3 x 103 = 309 megapixels) ………………. Starts at $175,000 

• MidasCUATRO with four cameras (4 x 103 = 412 megapixels) …………… Ask 

• MidasPENTA with five cameras (5 x 103 = 515 megapixels) ………………. Ask 

• MidasSIXPACK with six cameras (6 x 103 = 618 megapixels) ……………. Ask 

• MidasCITYSCAPE with seven cameras (7 x 103 = 721 megapixels) ……… Starts at $295,000 

 

https://trackair.us/
mailto:jp@trackair.com
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The new Midas system has been designed so that the users can easily convert one configuration to 
another. It is therefore possible to start with two cameras systems, then keep adding cameras to build 
larger systems and eventually achieving the MidasCITYSCAPE configuration. All the required 
conversion parts and components kits are available from Lead’Air. 

As of today, all the new Lead’Air MIDAS systems with the Illunis 103 megapixels cameras are 
available for order with a delivery time of 12 to 16 weeks. All these systems are also available to our 
existing clients for short term rental agreements and long-term lease agreements. 

 
Projects size: 
The 3D aerial mapping market proposes a wide range of projects, spreading from a single industrial 
site project to a country wide coverage of 100 cities or more. In our opinion, there is no such thing as 
a 3D aerial camera system which fits all projects; basically, small projects call for compact cost- 
effective equipment and super large projects call for the most highly productive system possible, such 
as the MidasPLEIADES. The new Midas concept allows for a modular and evolutive configuration 
which allows the users to deploy the right kind of equipment in proportion to the size and to the value 
of the job at hand. Mobilizing a $2 million camera system installed in a high-performance twin turbo 
prop to fly a small mining mapping project is as counterproductive as attempting to fly a large capital 
city with a small footprint single camera system mounted on a small drone. 

 
Lead’Air has solved the project size issue by creating a series of 3D aerial systems which use 
different numbers of cameras. Regardless of the number of cameras, all the Midas systems 
generate exactly the same high quality, high accuracy 3D data. The difference between the 
various systems we offer is their productivity which is directly proportional to the number of cameras 
used. Most of the 3D models that we are showing have been obtained with either our 2 or 3 cameras 
Midas systems. 

 
Accordingly, the Midas system has been designed so that the users can easily convert one Midas 
configuration to another. It is therefore possible to start with two cameras systems, then keep adding 
cameras to build larger systems and eventually to complete the system into a MidasPLEIADES. All 
the required conversion parts and components kits are available from Lead’Air. 

 
Operating a fleet of survey airplanes: 
By design the Midas can be flown on smaller inexpensive single engine airplanes. With a price not 
exceeding 20% of any other 3D camera system, it becomes possible to cost-effectively operate a 
fleet of Midas airplanes which can operate in various location of a country and take advantage of the 
good weather where it occurs. Either several airplanes can be assigned to one large project, or 
multiple projects can be flown at the same time with various aircraft. 

Aerial mapping is rapidly evolving into high accuracy 3D geospatial models which are being used to 
generate smart city model, digital city twins, augmented digital reality, smart digital realities, etc. City 
environments change rapidly; thus, the validity of aerial data is limited in time and aerial coverages 
have to be often repeated. One of the most important requirements for 3D imagery is that the data is 
always up to date, hence a fast turnaround is required between collections. This implies a lot of 
missions which cannot all be flown with one airplane and one camera. Operating several airplanes 
and cameras is extremely expensive, hence the urgent need to lower the cost of aerial cameras, 
improve their efficiency, reduce their weight and complexity so they can be flown with smaller, 
economical, single engine airplanes. The new Midas has been engineered for city-wide projects 
which understandably in most countries drones are not allowed to fly and where a real 

https://trackair.us/
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airplane and a professional crew are mandatory. Thanks to their small sizes and affordable costs 
the new Midas alleviates the need for complex multi-engine aircrafts and heavy, expensive, oblique 
cameras systems. In addition to their considerably lower operational costs, small single engine 

aircraft have a much higher flexibility of deployment than complex airplanes, if only because they do 
not require a hard-to-find expensive commercial multi engines rated Pilot. 

For example, a great airplane for the Midas is the Cessna Skyline 182 which can be advantageously 
operated for less than $150 per hour by one of the many single engine commercial Pilots on the job 
market. The FAA has approved a modification for this aircraft which allows opening a small 14-inch 
hole in the back of the fuselage which is suitable for most Midas. The turbo charged version of this 
airplane is able to fly at an altitude of 20,000 feet AGL which allows surveying higher altitude cities 
like Alma (Colorado, 11,000 feet) or to safely fly above the bad weather when going to a destination 
far away. With a cruise speed of 165 knots and a range of almost 1,000 nautical miles, the Skyline 
can survey a small city in a matter of hours. 

 

 

https://trackair.us/

